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QUESTION: 97 
In a primary storage environment, what is responsible for retransmitting the data when a Fibre 
Channel error occurs? 

A. hard drive 
B. controller 
C. lower-level protocol 
D. higher-level protocol 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 98 
What must you do to see initialization status messages for the Fibre Channel Tape Controller 
after the initial power-on? 

A. reload the real-time operating system 
B. reinitialize the controller through the Fibre Channel Setup Utility 
C. restart the FCTC and watch POST messages output on the serial interface 
D. restart the controller while running the Fiber Channel Fault Isolation Utility on another server 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 99
 
How do you troubleshoot a tape library?
 

A. observe the POST output 
B. reboot the primary backup server 
C. ensure the HBA drivers are loaded 
D. run the Fibre Channel Fault Isolation Utility 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 100 
The customer has five Windows 2000 Servers and one single port fibre MDR connected to a 
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Hub12. Backups are running on two of the five servers. During this time, the customer decides to 
reboot one of the other servers not running backup. What happens to the backup jobs in 
progress? 

A. The backup jobs automatically restart on another server. 
B. The backup jobs are likely to fail, as a LIP occurs when a server is rebooted. 
C. The Hub12 puts the port connected to the server taken down in bypass mode. 
D. The backups complete successfully. Taking down a server will have no effect. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 101 
If a Loop Initialization Procedure (LIP) occurs while a data frame is on the loop in a secondary 
storage environment, that frame will be _____. 

A. lost 
B. re-routed 
C. restored after reboot 
D. re-transmitted by a higher level protocol 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 102 
The customer indicates an ESL9198 library passes POST but the backup application is unable to 
run a backup job to one of the tape drives within the library. Other drives successfully complete 
backups. What should you run to diagnose the problem? 

A. Media Robot Utility 
B. StorageWorks Command Console 
C. Tape Storage Management Console 
D. Fibre Channel Fault Isolation Utility 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 103
 
The customer has installed the following components: Windows NT Server, KGPSA adapter,
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SAN Switch 8, MDR and MSL5026 tape library. The MDR sees the MSL5026 library but 
Windows NT does not. What is the most likely cause? 

A. The HBA driver for the KGPSA was not installed. 
B. Windows NT does not support an MSL5026 library. 
C. MDR is not running the correct version of firmware to support an MSL5026. 
D. The MDR must be at firmware version 1186 to be seen by the SAN Switch 8. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 104 
A customer has implemented hardware zoning and a new MDR is installed. The tape library 
connected to the MDR is not seen by any systems on the SAN. What is a possible cause? 

A. MDR is not included in a zone. 
B. The type of library is not supported by Windows 2000. 
C. Overlapping zones are currently being implemented. 
D. Firmware in the switch is not up to the proper revision. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 105
 
Which two operating systems are supported by EBS with ARCserve? (Choose two.)
 

A. NetWare 
B. Tru64 UNIX 
C. Sun Solaris 
D. Windows NT/Windows 2000 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 106
 
Which three must be considered in designing a backup data zone? (Choose three.)
 

A. number of servers 
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B. ISV backup software 
C. number of tape drives 
D. tape retention schedule 
E. type of Host Bus Adapters 

Answer: A, B, C 
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